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Interactive GUI applications are crucial to human-computer interaction. Despite existing tools and frameworks
that aim to reduce such complexity, understanding and debugging these applications remains yet a nontrivial
problem facing programmers. The emergence and rise of live programming, a paradigm that results in real-time
traces of each step of code execution that are always up-to-date with the code, brings hope to tackling this
problem. However, while live programming has been applied to many settings, interactive GUI applications is
an area where live programming has been under-explored.
In this report, I review two lines of research: (1) tools for understanding/debugging interactive GUI
applications and (2) live programming environments. Based on existing literature, I then discuss why live
programming could be helpful for program comprehension and debugging in general, and why using live
programming for the development of interactive GUI applications is potentially promising yet remains an
open problem. Finally, I introduce recent research efforts at UC San Diego in live programming for interactive
GUI applications and propose other future directions.
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INTRODUCTION

Interactive GUI applications are ones in which the user interacts with some Graphical User Interface
(GUI), and the application uses event handlers to react to these user-interactions. They are crucial
to human-computer interaction: most user-facing applications, such as web applications, email
clients, word processors, and paint programs, are included in this set of interactive applications. As
computing technologies evolve, the functionality of modern interactive GUI applications increases,
so does the complexity of their development. Despite the existence of tools and frameworks that aim
to reduce such complexity (e.g., [Alimadadi et al. 2014] and [Ko and Myers 2009]), understanding
and debugging interactive GUI applications remains a nontrivial problem facing programmers
[Burg et al. 2013; Oney and Myers 2009].
The emergence and rise of live programming brings hope to tackling the problem. Live programming is a paradigm in which runtime values at each step of program execution in a given
context is always provided to the programmer. Live programming has been applied to a variety of
settings, including the programming of general-purpose languages [Biegel et al. 2015; Kramer et al.
2014; Lerner 2020; Niephaus et al. 2020; Omar et al. 2019; Rauch et al. 2019], robot programming
[Cabrera et al. 2019; Campusano et al. 2016; Senft et al. 2021], and data science [DeLine and Fisher
2015; DeLine 2021; Zhang and Guo 2017]. Qualitative feedback suggests that live programming is
effective in program comprehension and debugging in various settings, from classroom [Huang
et al. 2022] to industry [DeLine et al. 2015], and from analyzing data [DeLine and Fisher 2015] to
tweaking neural network architecture [Zhao et al. 2022].
To realize live programming for interactive GUI applications, per the definition of live programming, there are two requirements that need to be met: (1) the input, which comes from
user-interactions, and (2) the presentation of runtime information at each step of execution, which
includes not only runtime data but also GUI changes. While there has been prior work on specific
aspects of live programming for interactive GUI applications [Burckhardt et al. 2013; Dey 2022a,b;
Lincke et al. 2017; Schuster and Flanagan 2015; Source 2022; Vue.js 2022], the full potential for live
programming in the setting of interactive GUI applications has yet to be fulfilled.
In this report, I review two lines of research: (1) tools for understanding/debugging interactive
GUI applications and (2) live programming environments. I discuss the potential of using live
programming for interactive GUI applications and open problems that need to be addressed. The
rest of this report is structured as follows:
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• Sec. 2 provides an overview of existing tools for understanding interactive GUI applications
and tools for debugging, and discusses the design space of tools for both understanding and
debugging interactive GUI applications implied from such tools.
• Sec. 3 reviews the history of live programming, the domains to which it has been applied, and
evidence of its effectiveness.
• Based on these two lines of research as well as literature in cognitive science, Sec. 4 discusses
why it is promising to apply live programming to understanding and debugging interactive GUI
applications, summarizes existing work towards this direction, and identifies open problems yet
to be addressed in existing work.
• Sec. 5 introduces LiveUP, recent work led by the report author in live programming for interactive
GUI applications that aims to address the open problems.
• Finally, Sec. 6 proposes possible next-steps to further the research in live programming for
interactive GUI applications.
2

TOOLS FOR INTERACTIVE GUI APPLICATIONS

While there are many tools addressing different aspects of the development of interactive GUI
applications, this section reviews only two types of such tools: tools for understanding interactive
GUI applications, and tools for debugging.
In general, program understanding (or comprehension) and debugging are among the most
critical and inter-connected components of software development [Gould 1975]. The program
comprehension process uses existing knowledge and new knowledge acquired through the existing
knowledge “to build a mental model of the software that is under consideration.” [Von Mayrhauser
and Vans 1995] Debugging, on the other hand, is “an activity that comes after testing“ in which
programmers figure out “where the error is and how to fix it.” [McCauley et al. 2008] Without
understanding the program behavior that leads to the error in the first place, it is impossible to fix
the error. As such, it becomes obvious that to debug successfully, one needs to first understand the
program [Von Mayrhauser and Vans 1995].
In the context of developing interactive GUI applications, comprehension and debugging are
even more important because such applications are complex by nature. Interactive GUI applications normally have an initial state for its user interface (UI), and the progression of UI states
is programmed through event handlers (of events of various forms, such as mouse events and
keyboard events) and function calls, which is the core of the dynamic behavior of these applications.
Therefore, to successfully understand and, if necessary, debug an interactive GUI application, the
programmer needs to form a correct mental model of the behavior of this application, i.e., a correct
mental model for the UI state progression and the code to be executed.
In this section, I provide an extensive, not exhaustive, review of tools that aim to aid the comprehension (Sec. 2.1) and debugging (Sec. 2.2) of interactive GUI applications. I then extract the design
space (Sec. 2.3) implied by these tools based on themes they share, which provides a foundational
understanding of any tool that aims to assist the understanding and debugging of interactive GUI
applications.
2.1

Tools for Understanding Interactive GUI Applications

Tools for understanding interactive GUI applications are mainly used to understand the behavior of
interactive GUI applications with potential purposes of code adaptation and reuse. This subsection
surveys some of them to understand the common themes among these tools. The majority of these
tools are for understanding the behavior of web applications [Alimadadi et al. 2014; Burg et al.
2015; Hibschman and Zhang 2015, 2016; Oney and Myers 2009], while there are also tools for
understanding interactive GUI applications written in Alice [Gross et al. 2010] and Snap! [Wang
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et al. 2022], as well as Android applications [Chi et al. 2018]. To gain insights from how users gain
information about the behavior of the interactive GUI applications from these tools, I review them
from two aspects: how users interact with these tools to obtain such information, and how users
navigate themselves among the information for comprehension.
Obtaining Information for Comprehension. To see how an application responds to a userinteraction or a sequence of user-interactions, the interactions have to be provided first. However,
in reality, the invocation of such interactions and the application’s responses can be too quick to be
inspected for comprehension, and sometimes the user needs to repeatedly invoke such interactions
to reinforce their understanding of the associated response. As such, tools for understanding
interactive GUI applications mostly adopts the technique of deterministic record/replay [Cornelis
et al. 2003] so that the user only needs to provide the necessary user-interactions once, and can
always replay the behavior of the application resulted from the recorded interactions. Some tools
require explicit record/replay of user-interactions: the user explicitly presses a button in the tool’s
interface to start a recording of their user-interactions for later replaying and inspecting the UI
changes and events caused by the recorded interactions [Gross et al. 2010; Hibschman and Zhang
2015; Oney and Myers 2009; Wang et al. 2022]. Other tools adopt implicit record/replay of the userinteractions: the user interacts with the GUI application as usual, such interactions automatically
recorded, and the tool visualizes information it obtains about how the application responds to the
recorded interactions [Alimadadi et al. 2014; Burg et al. 2015; Chi et al. 2018; Hibschman and Zhang
2016].
Navigating Information for Comprehension. Now that the user has obtained information
about how an application reacts to their interactions, they need to use such information for help
to truly understand the application’s behavior, i.e., to build a correct mental model. A pattern I
observe from the reviewed tools is that they all present information about the changes in the UI
and the code executed that is responsible for such changes.
Some tools only present UI changes and the relevant code at the level of the entire UI [Chi et al.
2018; Gross et al. 2010; Oney and Myers 2009; Wang et al. 2022]. In other words, these tools capture
any change to the entire UI and the code responsible for the change, and visualize the change-code
records in the order of time. Other tools allow for focusing on UI changes and the relevant code
at the level of individual UI components [Alimadadi et al. 2014; Burg et al. 2015; Hibschman and
Zhang 2015, 2016], which can be useful when the user’s only interest of observation is in a subset
of UI components within the entire UI. It should be noted that, nevertheless, existing literature
does not discuss which granularity of UI changes inspection is better, at the level of the entire UI
or specific UI components.
In addition, some tools provide more control over the presentation of code relevant to the application’s behavior. Some of them let the user focus on a specific subset of code execution [Alimadadi
et al. 2014; Burg et al. 2015; Hibschman and Zhang 2016; Wang et al. 2022]. In particular, Telescope
[Hibschman and Zhang 2016] allows for only showing the executed code that is responsible for UI
changes and not from a third-party library. Pinpoint [Wang et al. 2022] allows the user to focus
only on a subset of execution steps. Clematis [Alimadadi et al. 2014] shows code/information at
three semantic levels. Scry [Burg et al. 2015] allows for side-by-side comparison of two UI states
and explains the execution of HTML/CSS/JavaScript code behind the UI differences.
Summary. In general, the tools reviewed in this subsection share two main themes.
First, most tools for understanding interactive GUI applications use deterministic record/replay
[Cornelis et al. 2003] to obtain information that facilitates understanding, so that users can continuously access such information by providing necessary user-interactions only once. Note that the
recording of user-interactions could be either explicit or implicit. While existing work does not
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comment on which record/replay mechanism might be preferred, there are pros and cons in both
mechanisms. Explicit record/replay can be ideal for explicitly prompting the users to express their
intent to get the information for comprehension, but it comes with additional configuration overheads. Implicit record/replay can be preferred for not requiring such configuration overheads, but
tools with implicit record/replay may present inspection information unnecessarily when the user
does not want such information, causing information overload. All said, having some record/replay
mechanism seems to be essential in tools for understanding interactive GUI applications.
Second, all of the tools reviewed above present visual mapping between UI changes and relevant
code regardless of level level of visualization granularity, aiming to provide visual connection
between code execution and interface changes. While it seems that more granular examination (e.g.
at the level of individual UI components) would be preferred for applications with a complicated UI
[Burg et al. 2015; Hibschman and Zhang 2016], all tools support inspecting UI changes at the level
of the entire UI.
For the main purpose of this report, I am interested in the shared themes across these tools to
understand the design space they imply. However, it is also important to understand the differences
among these tools, including:
(1) The mechanism they adopt for the user to provide necessary interaction inputs in order to obtain
information for comprehension, such as explicit versus implicit deterministic record/replay; and
(2) The different levels of granularity in presenting the information for user navigation, such as
changes in the entire UI and in specific UI components.
2.2 Tools for Debugging Interactive GUI Applications
Now that I have reviewed a set of tools for understanding the behavior of interactive GUI applications, a question might arise as follows: If these comprehension tools are already useful, why do
people not use these tools for finding and fixing bugs in GUI applications, but rather develop a separate
category of tools for debugging interactive GUI applications? While debugging tools for interactive
GUI applications have some overlap with tools for comprehension in their ability to reveal software
misbehavior through some indicators, debugging tools distinguish themselves from comprehension
tools by supporting editing and executing the applications from source [Alaboudi and LaToza
2021]. Moreover, it is important to have debugging tools specifically designed for interactive GUI
applications as opposed to using generic debuggers because the applications’ “highly dynamic,
event-driven programming model stymies traditional static program analysis techniques.” [Burg
et al. 2013] This subsection reviews debugging tools for interactive GUI applications from the
following aspects: the setting in which they are used, what role they play in the debugging process,
and their support for the edit-run cycles [Alaboudi and LaToza 2021] in debugging.
Accessing the Tools for Debugging. The debugging tools reviewed in this report include standalone software [Ko and Myers 2009; Myers et al. 1996], a debugger built-into an existing IDE [Barr
et al. 2016], tools with their own IDEs as well as APIs that can be incorporated into the code of
an application [BDD 2022; Cyp 2022; Sel 2022], and installable or native extensions to a browser
[Apple Inc. 2022; Burg et al. 2013; Chrome Developers 2022; Mozilla 2022].
Using the Tools for Debugging. Some debugging tools require users to edit the code for the
application in some separate editor, then run the application and inspect its behavior via additional
keyboard- or mouse-based configuration inside the tools’ interfaces. UI testing tools like Selenium
and similar alternatives [BDD 2022; Cyp 2022; Sel 2022] allow the user to write and edit test cases,
run the tests, and inspect software misbehavior locally all in the tools’ own interfaces, but the
user has to use an external editor that does not come with such tools to perform source code edits.
Timelapse [Burg et al. 2013] is used as a browser debugger where the user can record/replay their
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interactions, set breakpoints within the execution, and examine the runtime information. However,
Timelapse also requires the user to edit the code for the application in an external editor and
reload the application in the browser for the edits to take effect, although the previously recorded
interactions and breakpoints will be kept. Similarly, existing browser developer tools, including the
debugger and the web inspector, allow for changing the application code in the same interfaces and
showing the immediate effect of the changes. Still, they require the user to manually migrate their
temporary changes to the source code [Apple Inc. 2022; Chrome Developers 2022; Mozilla 2022].
Such limitation also leads to the limited support of re-execution through app reloading by browser
developer tools: whenever the application is reloaded, all the temporary code changes made within
the browser tools will be gone.
Some debugging tools support code editing and runtime examination all in one place [Barr et al.
2016; Ko and Myers 2009; Myers et al. 1996]. In particular, Amulet lets the user edit runtime value
in the inspector window, but to apply such value changes to the source code, the user has to do so
in Amulet’s source code editor and reload the application to see the effect of their changes.
Finally, regardless of where the code editing and runtime examination should occur, all of the
tools allow for in-depth examination of the running application: the user can pause in one particular
execution step, and inspect the runtime information, the current code execution, and the current UI.
Support for Edit-Run Cycles. All of the debugging tools I have reviewed so far require a reload
of the working application to see the effect of code edits (and whether the bugs have been fixed).
The user will need to provide necessary user-interactions to trigger the behavior-to-debug as well,
except in the UI testing tools [BDD 2022; Cyp 2022; Sel 2022] and Timelapse [Burg et al. 2013],
which provide support for recording/replaying user-interactions.
Summary. The tools for debugging interactive GUI applications reviewed in this subsection share
three main themes.
First, the reviewed debugging tools all allow for pausing at one particular state of the application’s
behavior progression and performing in-depth examination about its runtime state.
Second, all of the tools require various degrees of context switch between editing code and
examining the runtime state of the application. Such context switch overheads include keeping
the code editing and runtime examination in separate interfaces (sometimes applications), lacking
support for user-interaction record/replay, and requiring a full reload of the application to examine
the effect of code edits.
Third, and most importantly, the visual connection between code execution and interface changes
that is commonly seen in comprehension tools (Sec. 2.1) is not as directly presented in the debugging
tools. It is true that the debugging tools support in-depth examination of the application’s behavior
by supplying an affluent amount of runtime information at each step of the execution, including
the runtime data, the call stack and the UI state that the execution produces. Still, comparing to the
level of comprehension support widely available in the comprehension tools, it is worrisome that
the support in the debugging tools for comprehension (which is necessary for debugging) is rather
limited.
Granted that this report focuses more on the shared themes across these debugging tools to
understand the design space they imply, it is also important to note the differences among these
tools, including:
(1) How these tools are accessed, such as via existing browsers/IDEs or through standalone installations; and
(2) Where code editing and runtime inspection take place, such as in separate panes of one environment and in separate environments.
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A Tool for Understanding and Debugging Interactive GUI Applications

In summary, Sec. 2.1 reviews some existing tools for understanding interactive GUI applications, in
which I identified two themes in these tools:
(1) The use of deterministic record/replay to liberate users from manually, repeatedly providing
necessary user-interactions; and
(2) The presentation of the visual mapping between UI changes and code responsible for the changes.
Sec. 2.2 reviews some tools for debugging interactive GUI applications, which share three themes:
(1) The ability to examine runtime behavior in-depth;
(2) The overheads of context switch between editing code and examining runtime behavior; and
(3) The limited support for comprehension, specifically the visual connection between code execution
and interface changes (not as directly presented in the debugging tools while commonly seen in
the comprehension tools).
As is discussed at the beginning of this section, a tool for debugging interactive GUI applications
should provide support for comprehension as well, because to debug successfully one needs to
understand the program first. However, while there is a whole category of tools that makes the
understanding of interactive GUI applications intuitive (Sec. 2.1), such support for comprehension
is rather limited in the debugging tools (Sec. 2.2).
Combining the shared themes for both tools for understanding interactive GUI applications
and tools for debugging, I derive a design space of tools for both understanding and debugging
interactive GUI applications that addresses three requirements, namely:
• Ease of Inspection: Automating the display of program execution via interaction record/replay;
• Aid for Comprehension: Visually connecting UI changes with relevant executed code; and
• Support for Examining and Fine-Tuning Runtime Behavior: Enabling in-depth examination of program (mis)behavior at runtime and quickly fine-tuning such (mis)behavior.
Note that most of the comprehension tools reviewed in Sec. 2.1 satisfy all requirements but
“fine-tuning runtime behavior”. On the other hand, none of the debugging tools reviewed in
Sec. 2.2 fully meet all of the three requirements: they either ask the user to repeatedly provide
user-interaction inputs, or do not provide extensive aid for comprehension, or require additional
overheads for modifying the program behavior and quickly seeing the effect of the changes. I will
revisit these requirements in Sec. 4 when discussing why live programming environments Sec. 3
can potentially satisfy all three requirements for debugging and understanding interactive GUI
applications, addressing this gap in literature.
3

LIVE PROGRAMMING

In this section, I review existing work in live programming. I survey live programming environments
and the domains to which they each apply. I discuss two main kinds of liveness preserved in these
tools, namely full-history liveness and single-state liveness. Finally, I summarize the qualitative
and quantitative evidence from the literature that illustrates the potential effectiveness of live
programming.
3.1

Definition and History

Live programming is a paradigm in which, given a context, immediate feedback on program
execution is always provided to the programmer. Fig. 1 illustrates modifying a program in a live
programming environment with Projection Boxes [Lerner 2020]. In Fig. 1-(1), the runtime values of
variables a and b, respectively 10 and 20, are displayed in a box to the right. The box is called a
projection box. In this program, variable b is declared to be the twice of the value of a. If we change
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Fig. 1. Live programming with Projection Boxes [Lerner 2020]: (1) runtime values of initial program displayed
in the projection boxes at the right; (2) runtime values of the program in the projection boxes immediately
updated after the change in the second line.

the declaration of b to be three times of a, as in Fig. 1-(2), we see that the runtime value of b is
immediately updated to be 30 in the projection box.
The notion of live programming seems to have been first studied in the context of visual
languages [Tanimoto 1990]. Hancock’s seminal work [Hancock 2003] lays the foundation of
using live programming to promote the acquisition of computational thinking: If programming
is modeling, then live real-time programming is live real-time modeling, and liveness bridges
our mental, logical reasoning (“theories”) to its impact on the physical world in which we are
situated (“bodies”). Bret Victor’s essay [Victor 2012] also calls for making programming learnable
through liveness such that the programmer is able to follow along the program execution through
visible states, which confirms with Hancock’s argument on how liveness creates theories-bodies
connection. Most recently, Tanimoto’s 2013 essay [Tanimoto 2013] summarizes the main motivation
for liveness: minimal latency, control over real-time effect , and support for learning.
3.2

Applications

Up until today, we have seen live programming environments applied to various domains. For
general-purpose programming, live programming environments have been built around languages
such as JavaScript [Kramer et al. 2014; Lieber et al. 2014; Rauch et al. 2019], Java [Biegel et al.
2015], Python [Kang and Guo 2017; Lerner 2020], an ML-like lanugage [Omar et al. 2019], and a
Python-/JavaScript-like language [Kasibatla 2018]. It has also been recently prototyped in polyglot
programming, in which a generic design of liveness is realized in multiple programming languages
through the language server protocol [Niephaus et al. 2020]. Live programming is also seen in more
specific domains including data science, [DeLine et al. 2015; DeLine and Fisher 2015; DeLine 2021;
Zhang and Guo 2017], physical and robotic computing [Cabrera et al. 2019; Campusano et al. 2016;
Senft et al. 2021], machine learning [Zhao et al. 2022], and direct manipulation systems [Wilcox
et al. 1997]. In addition, there are a few live programming environments targeting interactive GUI
applications, which will be reviewed in more detail when I discuss live programming for interactive
GUI applications in Sec. 4.
Live programming environments are more than arbitrary research artifacts. In fact, many of them
have been evaluated with target audience to obtain preliminary evidence about the effectiveness
of live programming. There are also beginner-oriented live programming tools that have been
evaluated with novices of the target domains to examine how live programming affects their early
experiences in these domains [Cabrera et al. 2019; Campusano et al. 2016; Kang and Guo 2017;
Senft et al. 2021; Wilcox et al. 1997; Zhang and Guo 2017; Zhao et al. 2022]; live programming
environments targeting programmers with higher levels of experience have been evaluated similarly
[Biegel et al. 2015; DeLine and Fisher 2015; DeLine 2021; Kramer et al. 2014; Lerner 2020]. Other
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than exploratory lab studies, live programming environments have also been used in real-world
settings including classroom [Hancock 2003; Huang et al. 2022] and industry [DeLine et al. 2015],
and distributed as extensible open-source software [Lerner 2020; Lieber et al. 2014; Niephaus et al.
2020]. Although there are several live programming environments that have not been evaluated
with users [Kasibatla 2018; Niephaus et al. 2020; Omar et al. 2019; Rauch et al. 2019], their potential
usability has been demonstrated through formalism or case studies.
3.3

Granularity of Liveness

Although all the tools reviewed in this section are considered as live programming environments,
they present liveness at different levels of granularity. There are two main levels of granularity of
liveness as seen in these tools: full-history and single-state. A few environments also provide the
flexibility of switching between these two levels of granularity.
Environments with full-history liveness visualize how the runtime state changes throughout the
execution [Kang and Guo 2017; Kramer et al. 2014; Lieber et al. 2014; Niephaus et al. 2020; Rauch
et al. 2019; Wilcox et al. 1997; Zhao et al. 2022]. For example, Kramer et al. [Kramer et al. 2014]
developed a prototype that continuously shows how JavaScript code executes step by step. Theseus
[Lieber et al. 2014] implements full-history liveness for JavaScript, too, but it emphasizes more on
the runtime control flow and function call counts as opposed to runtime data changes. Omnicode
[Kang and Guo 2017] pushes full-history liveness to an extreme by showing the entire history of
all runtime values for all variables at all time. Note that the environments above require an explicit
invocation of a program to enable full-history liveness. As an alternative, Rauch et al. [Rauch et al.
2019] and Niephaus et al. [Niephaus et al. 2020] developed environments with full-history liveness
that accepts program invocation through in-line examples (via UI widgets or test comments), which
are inspired by the notion of example-based programming.
On the other hand, environments with single-state liveness provides immediate visual update on
one particular state, often the final state of the program execution, as opposed to the full timeline
of state changes overtime [Biegel et al. 2015; Cabrera et al. 2019; Campusano et al. 2016; DeLine
et al. 2015; DeLine and Fisher 2015; DeLine 2021; Omar et al. 2019; Senft et al. 2021; Zhang and Guo
2017]. Note that the nature of some of the paradigms targeted by these environments determines
the fact that they might benefit more from a design with single-state liveness. For example, in the
context of data science [DeLine et al. 2015; DeLine and Fisher 2015; DeLine 2021; Zhang and Guo
2017], users are generally data scientists or end-users who only concern the final output of data
processing and analysis, so it makes more sense to only provide feedback on the final state of the
program. The other interesting domain would be physical computing [Cabrera et al. 2019; Senft
et al. 2021], in which it is impossible to present/playback the full history of state changes in a live
manner, because such changes occur in the real physical world.
Last but not least, some environments allow users to alternate between full-history liveness and
single-state liveness depending on their preferences and task context [Kasibatla 2018; Lerner 2020].
Such customizability is actually positively perceived by users, as Lerner noted [Lerner 2020].
3.4

Effectiveness

Qualitative Evidence. Existing literature shows rich evidence on how positively users perceive
of live programming. First, users find the live programming paradigm to be novice-friendly and
intuitive to learn [Senft et al. 2021; Zhao et al. 2022]. Second, users consider live programming to
be helpful in the following aspects:
Understanding program behavior [Biegel et al. 2015; Campusano et al. 2016; DeLine et al.
2015; Huang et al. 2022; Kang and Guo 2017; Kramer et al. 2014], through the immediate feedback
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provided by live programming that helps the user stay close to the program output [DeLine
and Fisher 2015; DeLine 2021; Zhang and Guo 2017], as well as the full execution traces in
environments with full-history liveness;
Debugging, especially noticing or locating bugs, specifically in environments with fullhistory liveness [Huang et al. 2022; Kang and Guo 2017; Lieber et al. 2014; Wilcox et al. 1997], in
which sequential state changes become transparent and easy for inspection.
Although liveness can be distracting sometimes [DeLine et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2022] due to
the amount of information it presents, users of Projection Boxes [Lerner 2020] suggest that such
distraction can be alleviated when the liveness is configurable.
Quantitative Evidence. Apart from liveness itself, researchers suggest through quantitative
evidence that the immediate feedback provided by live programming can benefit the short, frequent
edit-run cycles in debugging [Alaboudi and LaToza 2021]. Researchers have also been directly
measuring the effectiveness of live programming quantitatively through the user evaluations
of several tools. For example, Cabrera et al. found that liveness seems to encourage users to
interact more often and more extensively when programming physical devices [Cabrera et al. 2019].
Zhao et al. also observed promising quantitative results of live programming when running a
user study on ODEN, in which they found that ODEN helped programmers of neural networks
solve significantly more tensor shape mismatch errors. However, there are also results suggesting
that live programming may not be as effective as we believe. While positive user perceptions
of live programming were found in both a controlled lab experiment [Campusano et al. 2016]
and an educational setting [Huang et al. 2022], researchers in either study noticed no significant
improvement on the correctness or the time taken for program comprehension, or knowledge gain.
Summary. Is live programming effective? Although there has not been conclusive evidence, the
results from user evaluations presented in existing literature, especially the qualitative results,
shed some light on the effectiveness of live programming. Meanwhile, the fact that the paradigm
is adaptable to various domains and settings is promising in that we might be able to obtain
generalizable knowledge about the effectiveness of live programming across difference application
domains and settings.
4

TOWARDS LIVE PROGRAMMING FOR INTERACTIVE GUI APPLICATIONS

Now that I have reviewed the design space implied by tools for understanding and debugging
interactive GUI applications and live programming environments, I discuss in this section why
live programming for interactive GUI applications is a promising direction and what needs to be
addressed. I first explain why live programming can help program comprehension and debugging in
general, and why a tool with live programming fits well within the space of tools for interactive GUI
applications. I then summarize existing live programming artifacts for interactive GUI applications,
and discuss requirements unfulfilled in these artifacts for live programming towards this direction.
4.1

Liveness for Program Comprehension and Debugging

When describing how humans interact with artifacts, Hutchins et al. [Hutchins et al. 1985] proposed
the notions of the “gulf of execution” and the “gulf of evaluation”, which are later popularized by
Norman’s book The Design of Everyday Things (originally published as The Psychology of Everyday
Things [Norman 1988]). The gulf of execution refers to the gap between the user’s intentions about
using a system and the system’s actual capabilities. The gulf of execution is small when the user’s
intentions match well with the system’s capabilities. The gulf of evaluation refers to the gap between
the system’s presentations of its capabilities and the user’s perceptions of the presentations. The
gulf of evaluation is minimized when the user perceives sufficient information about the system’s
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behavior to build an accurate mental model for it. In other words, an accurate comprehension of
the program leads to a minimal gulf of evaluation. I argue that the live programming helps
reduce the gulf of evaluation in programming in general.
First, live programming allows the user to see the output of a program with given inputs, and to
immediately evaluate how the output differs given the same inputs when a change is made to the
program. Such immediate feedback helps the user to stay close to the program output when actively
editing source code [DeLine 2021; Rauch et al. 2019], quickly refining their perceptions of the
information implied by the program’s execution. Empirical evidence also shows that liveness can
help programmers quickly confirm and correct their mental models (their expectations) of program
execution [Biegel et al. 2015; Campusano et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2022; Kang and Guo 2017]. Hence,
live programming can help minimize the gulf of evaluation through its immediate feedback.
Second, existing literature shows that liveness can encourage more user interactions with the
system to facilitate the user’s understanding of the system’s capabilities [Cabrera et al. 2019]. In
programming, such interactions include program edits, inspections and (re-)executions. In cognitive
science literature, Kirsh and Maglio argued that such interactions, defined as epistemic actions,
help people understand the world they are in [Kirsh and Maglio 1994]. As such, in the context
of programming, these epistemic actions help the programmer fine-tune their expectations of a
program’s behavior. It can be thus derived that live programming encourages more interactions
with the code to help the user better understand the program, which eventually leads to a reduced
gulf of evaluation.
In general, live programming helps reduce the gulf of evaluation in programming, which corresponds to a better understanding of the program that further helps debugging, as is discussed
in Sec. 2. In addition, live programming directly facilitates debugging in the following aspects: (1)
it eases locating erroneous code [DeLine and Fisher 2015; Huang et al. 2022; Kang and Guo 2017;
Kramer et al. 2014; Lieber et al. 2014; Wilcox et al. 1997; Zhao et al. 2022], and (2) supports quick
and frequent edit-run cycles in debugging [Alaboudi and LaToza 2021].
4.2

A Comprehension and Debugging Aid for Interactive GUI Applications

Based on the review of existing tools for understanding and debugging interactive GUI applications
in Sec. 2, I consider live programming environments to be complying with the design space implied
by these tools (Sec. 2.3), which makes them a good candidate for an aid for both comprehending
and effectively debugging (which depends on comprehension) interactive GUI applications.
Automating the Visualization of Program Execution. Most comprehension tools reviewed in
Sec. 2.1 for interactive GUI applications use record/replay techniques to display program execution
information and explain visual changes without requiring the user to repeatedly provide userinteraction inputs. The comprehension tools, however, do not support editing the source code of
an interactive GUI application and seeing how the code changes affect its behavior. The debugging
tools reviewed in Sec. 2.2 allow the user to perform source code editing, but require additional
overheads for examining the effect of code edits. Live programming constantly visualizes (and
replays) the runtime execution of a program without requiring a restart of the program even when
modified, addressing the limitations in both the comprehension tools and the debugging tools.
Therefore, live programming seems to satisfy the requirement of tools for both understanding and
debugging interactive GUI applications: automating the creation and update of visualizing program
execution without repeatedly asking for inputs for the execution.
Visually Connecting Code to Output. All comprehension tools for interactive GUI applications
reviewed in Sec. 2.1 visualize UI changes and the executed code responsible for the changes in order
to explain (or, at least, help the user understand) how the code execution maps to the UI changes.
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The tools for debugging interactive GUI applications provide some support for comprehension
because comprehension is critical for debugging, but the support is not as comprehensive as in the
comprehension tools (Sec. 2.2). Live programming environments with full-history liveness show
the program output, let it be runtime values or control flows, of each step of code execution, and
provide continuous updates whenever the code is modified. They can thus be used as debugging
tools with extensive support for program comprehension (as is discussed in Sec. 3.4). As such,
live programming environments, specifically environments with full-history liveness, satisfy the
requirement of tools for both understanding and debugging interactive GUI applications by visually
connecting each step of code execution to the UI change(s) the application produced.
Supporting the Examination and Fine-Tuning of Runtime Behavior. Both the tools for understanding interactive GUI applications and those for debugging provide some mechanism for
helping the user examine program behavior at runtime to realize and locate misbehavior. Through
either manual inspection and observation or noticeable visual cues, the user can locate code responsible for unexpected behavior in interactive GUI applications. In the context of live programming,
environments with full-history liveness provide similar (and even more) aids for examining runtime
behavior. In these environments, because each step of execution is visualized, when the code misbehaves or produces an error, the user can immediately notice the issue by looking at the runtime
information presented by live programming. Live programming can thus assist with revealing
program misbehavior in a similar way to existing tools for understanding and debugging interactive
GUI applications.
However, as is discussed above, tools for understanding interactive GUI applications do not
support source code editing, and thus it is impossible to fine-tune the runtime behavior of an
application with such tools. On the other hand, users can edit source code and reload the application
to see how the code changes populate to the runtime behavior using tools for debugging interactive
GUI applications, but additional overheads are required (such as reloading and repeating the
necessary user-interactions), which prevent users from quickly seeing the effect of their changes.
Live programming at all levels of granularity allows for immediately seeing the effect of code
changes on the final runtime state with low overheads, and full-history liveness further shows the
progression of runtime states at each point of execution.
To sum up, live programming fulfills the requirement of supporting the examination and finetuning of runtime behavior for tools for debugging (and understanding) interactive GUI applications,
and such immediacy of live programming further enables quick edit-run cycles in debugging
[Alaboudi and LaToza 2021].
4.3

Requirements of Live Programming for Interactive GUI Applications

While the previous subsection discusses why live programming for interactive GUI applications
can be promising, it also implies several requirements to be met in this context.
Obtaining the Input. By its definition, live programming continuously visualizes the execution of
a program in a given context, usually in the format of inputs given to the program. For interactive
GUI applications, such contexts or inputs are usually in the form of user-specified interactions
with the applications, when we are concerned about how the UI state changes over time as
a result of user-interactions. Applications without a GUI can accept inputs easily in a textual
format, usually in a programmable way that requires few configuration overheads. However, a
challenge remains in how to provide user-interactions to GUI applications in a similar way to enable
live programming. Learning from existing tools for understanding interactive GUI applications,
deterministic record/replay might be one way to go.
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Visualizing the Execution Traces. Existing applications of live programming present real-time
traces of code execution on the level of runtime data. In the context of interactive GUI applications,
such real-time traces consist of not only runtime data but also user-interactions and changes to the
GUI. Another requirement and maybe challenge for live programming for interactive GUI applications lies in visualizing several interconnected concepts during the execution: user-interactions,
runtime data, and changes to the GUI. Most importantly, the traces must elucidate the ordering
between all of these, as in existing live programming environments.
4.4

Existing First Steps and Remaining Challenges

There has been prior work on specific aspects of live programming for interactive GUI applications.
First, there have been tools that deliver liveness for programming the initial UI state for interactive
GUI applications within a programming environment [Burckhardt et al. 2013; Dey 2022a,b].
Then there is the Reactive Debugging Environment (RDE) [Schuster and Flanagan 2015] that enables live programming in JavaScript-based interactive GUI applications. RDE implements liveness
by restricting JavaScript programs to have one rendering function and no function values in the
global state. However, RDE does not explore visualizing real-time traces that present changes to
the runtime data and the GUI during execution.
There are many JavaScript frameworks for developing web-based interactive GUI applications.
Some come with hot reloading, which is a kind of liveness that maintains the state of the application
as edits are made to the code without the need of reloading the application [Source 2022; Vue.js
2022]. However, like RDE [Schuster and Flanagan 2015], they do not provide real-time information
regarding how the execution of code results in changes to the runtime data and the GUI.
The closest to fulfilling the requirements of live programming for interactive GUI applications
(Sec. 4.3) is Lively4 [Lincke et al. 2017], a live programming environment for Web Components,
which is a new abstraction mechanism for the Web. Different from all the tools described above,
Lively4 live-visualizes UI state changes by recording and replaying user-interactions. Still, Lively4
only visualizes the final UI state caused by a recorded event sequence as opposed to the full timeline
of UI state changes. The visual connection between each step of code execution to its corresponding
UI state is missing in Lively4.
In summary, there are two remaining challenges yet to be addressed in all of the above work
towards live programming for interactive GUI applications:
(1) Full-history liveness that visualizes the timeline of how the UI state changes over time; and
(2) The visual connection between each execution step and the UI changes for which it is responsible.
5

RECENT EFFORTS: LIVEUP

In this section, I discuss my recent work of a live programming experience for developing interactive
GUI applications under the supervision of my advisor Sorin Lerner. Specifically, we propose a
programming paradigm called Live UI Programming (LiveUP), and a programming interface called
InteractLive that implements the LiveUP paradigm. Given a particular event sequence that only
needs to be provided once, InteractLive gives the user the ability to fine-tune the behavior of an
interactive GUI application with live feedback while also examining intermediate steps of execution.
This section provides an overview of the design of InteractLive and a summary of the results
from a qualitative evaluation of InteractLive.
5.1

Design

To demonstrate the design and interaction flow of InteractLive, we use a small application written
in HTML/CSS and JavaScript, the source code of which is shown in Fig. 2. As a representative
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Fig. 2. The JavaScript (left) and HTML (right) code used for the demo in Fig. 3-Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. InteractLive, a live programming environment for developing interactive GUI applications written
with JavaScript, when first started. To launch the InteractLive experience, the user can click on the “View”
button (annotated with a cursor hand pointer icon).

example, consider a programmer Sam is trying to understand and modify the code for this application using InteractLive. Sam first sees Fig. 3, the initial InteractLive interface. As is shown,
InteractLive bases on top of a full-featured IDE to provide live programming for developing
interactive GUI applications. It supports local development of applications written in HTML/CSS
and JavaScript without frameworks.
Sam starts using InteractLive by clicking on the “View” button (Fig. 3) to select the main HTML
file of the application, index.html in Fig. 2. The file is then rendered in the view area at the right
of the screen, and the button text is changed from “View” to “Hide”. When necessary, Sam can
toggle the view area on and off by pressing the “Hide”/“View” button. After skimming the source
code, Sam roughly understands what the application does: a click event handler is attached to a
DOM element with id btn, which should be the button with text “Add Styling”, such that when the
button is clicked, the styling of two text elements will change, and some text will be visual-logged.
Sam is unsure of what the two text elements are, and what visual.log means. They decide to click
on “Add Styling” in the interface, which gets them to Fig. 4. They see that the code in the editor is
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Fig. 4. InteractLive after the button with text “Add Styling” in the rendered application has been clicked: (1)
a code editor annotated with UI-code connector labels; (2) the “Hide”/“View” button for toggling the view
area on and off; (3) the application populated by index.html in Fig. 2 that the user could interact with as
usual; (4) the UI States Timeline that shows the recorded and replayed click event on the “Add Styling”
button; (5) the Visual Logging area built into the application UI that works like a simplified browser console.

annotated with some numbered circles (Fig. 4-(1)), the view area of the application (Fig. 4-(3)) now
has a “UI States Timeline” on top (Fig. 4-(4)), and some text is added to the “Debugging Logs” area
in the application (Fig. 4-(5)).
UI States Timeline. The “UI States Timeline” (Fig. 4-(4)) first attracts Sam’s attention. Fig. 5
provides a closer look. The rectangles are the UI states produced by the mouse click that Sam just
provided. After the click event, whenever there is a change to the entire UI page, a UI state is
created. Sam notices that the leftmost UI state (Fig. 5-(a)) is the initial UI they saw before the button
click. Sam further clicks on each UI state to examine its larger view in the view area. Now, they
click on the rightmost UI state, and its larger view is presented in Fig. 4-(3).
Above the sequence of UI states, Sam sees a blue arrow spanning across them (Fig. 5-(b)), which
indicates the click event they just provided to produce these UI states. The event arrow marks the
start and the end UI states of the event, and in between are the intermediate UI states. Since Sam
only provides one click, there is only one arrow. When there are multiple clicks, there will be
multiple arrows. Event arrows are blue except for arrows that start and end in the same UI state:
we use the color of orange to highlight such arrows to indicate that the corresponding event for
that arrow did not create new UI states (i.e., did not change the UI).
UI-code connector labels. Sam notices that there are numbered circles placed on the UI states
(Fig. 5-(c)) as well as at the end of code lines inside the code editor (Fig. 4-(1)). They are UI-code
connector labels that visually connect the code execution and the UI states. The semantics of such
labels is defined as follows. Suppose we have a UI state annotated with a label 𝑖 in the UI States
Timeline, and there is a line of code annotated with the same label. This means two things: (1) right
after the 𝑖-labeled line of code finished executing, the state of the UI was the one annotated with 𝑖
in the timeline; (2) right before the 𝑖-labeled line of code started executing, the state of the UI was
the one annotated with 𝑖 in the timeline. With these labels (in Fig. 4), Sam quickly realizes that
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Fig. 5. The UI States Timeline of InteractLive that shows all the UI states caused by each recorded event: (a)
one UI state that can be clicked on for examining its larger view in the view area (Fig. 4-(3)); (b) an event
arrow that marks one click event as well as its starting and ending UI states; (c) a UI-code connector label
that can also be found inside the code editor.

when they clicked on “Add Styling”, in script.js, the click event handler at line 5 was executed,
which further called addStyleToText. Calling addStyleToText created UI states 1, 2 and 3, which
refers to changing the color of “AAA” (state 1) at line 10, visual-logging (defined below) a text to
“Debugging Logs” (state 2) at line 11, and changing the font size of “BBB” (state 3) at line 12.
Visual logging. Calling visual.log logs its argument to “Debugging Logs”, a visual logging area
at the top of the application’s interface (Fig. 4-(5)), and creates a new UI state for itself. Sam is
familiar with logging to the browser console, and soon realizes that this “Debugging Logs” is
just like a console built-into the application’s UI, while visual.log is the console.log in this
context. Indeed, visual.log can be regarded as a simplified version of console.log (it only takes
one primitive as the argument), and the user can use it to examine non-UI state data values. For
example, adding visual.log(t1.style.color) after line 10 will log “blue” to the visual logging
area. Looking closer at UI states 1 and 2 in Fig. 5, Sam notices that the log at line 11 is not added
to the interface until in UI state 2. Sam then realizes that users can use the UI States Timeline,
focusing on the changes in the visual logging area, to reason about the sequence of data changes
(results of visual-logging).
Live programming. After understanding the behavior of the application, Sam is ready to make
some change to line 10: t1.style.color = ‘blue’ in script.js. From Fig. 4 they know that line
10 has a UI-code connector label 1. Sam then clicks on the UI state 1 in the timeline to see its larger
view inside the view area. At this point, text “AAA” in that UI state is blue. Sam wants “AAA” to
be green instead. They start typing to replace blue with green, and immediately sees the UI-code
connector labels inside the code editor change from blue to gold. Meanwhile, Sam notices that
the rest of the existing visualization stays unchanged, and realizes that as they are in the middle
of typing, the code is no longer the same as before, and hence the InteractLive visualization is
outdated and can be safely ignored. Once Sam finishes typing, they save the changes, and see the
following updates in InteractLive within seconds without having to re-click on “Add Styling”: (1)
“AAA” in UI states 1 and onward and in the larger view (of the previously selected UI state 1) turns
green; (2) the UI-code connector labels in the code editor have their color back to blue, with their
positions unchanged.
What Sam experienced is live updates provided by InteractLive with the help of event recording
(described below). Sam notices that the larger UI state presented in the view area is still UI state 1,
what they were examining before the code change. Note that the number of UI states can differ
depending on the code changes. As such, we need to consider which UI state gets its larger view to
be presented in the view area, if the number of UI states resulted by the code changes is different
from before. We decided that if the number of UI states remains the same after some code changes,
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then in the view area InteractLive still shows the (updated) larger view of the UI state that was
previously selected. If the number of UI states changes after the update, InteractLive projects
the larger view of the final UI state of the entire recorded event sequence to the view area, and
automatically scrolls to that UI state in the UI States Timeline. Sam still sees the larger view of
the previously selected intermediate UI state because the number of UI states remains unchanged
before and after their code change.
In addition, live programming will only work when the entire program contains no syntax errors
and the JavaScript execution leads to no runtime errors. In cases where the program has an error,
InteractLive will report the error to an area overlaying the usual UI States Timeline area, and
the rest of the visualization stays out-of-date. It is the programmer’s responsibility to fix the error
based on the reported error message before attempting another visualization update.
Event recording. As is described in previous paragraphs, the user can interact with the rendered
application in the view area at the right part of the screen through mouse clicks as usual, and
InteractLive will automatically record these mouse clicks. All the UI states produced by all the
mouse clicks will be displayed in the UI States Timeline (Fig. 4-(4)), as will their corresponding
UI-code connector labels and event arrows in the InteractLive interface. InteractLive records
and replays one event sequence (which could include multiple events) at a time to repeatedly
visualize the UI states created by the sequence, which further empowers live programming. Now,
Sam is satisfied with what they have for the click event handling of “Add Styling”. Moving onto
adding more buttons and their event handlers, Sam then clicks on the “Clear” button (Fig. 4, on top
of the UI States Timeline) to reset the UI of the application to its initial state and clear the recorded
event sequence, ready to start from the beginning.
5.2

Users’ Perceptions of LiveUP

LiveUP aims to live-visualize the connection between code execution and changes to the GUI
and the runtime data in the context of user-specified interactions to the GUI application. As such,
we would like to better understand users’ perceptions of LiveUP for debugging interactive GUI
applications. We conducted a 90-minute qualitative study with 12 participants experienced with
developing JavaScript-based interactive GUI applications, in which each participant completed some
debugging tasks using the InteractLive implementation of LiveUP and shared their perceptions
of the tool with us. Through the study we found the following:
(1) Participants found LiveUP easy to understand and use;
(2) Participants considered LiveUP to be helpful for debugging interactive GUI applications as it
provided visual aid for understanding code execution;
(3) Participants noted that LiveUP provided them with an innovative debugging experience for
interactive GUI applications while also complementing existing paradigms.
A detailed description of the protocols of the study is outside of the scope of this report. The full
manuscript on LiveUP, including the user study setup and results, is currently under review for
publication but available upon request.
6
6.1

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Encouraging Runtime Inspection with More Liveness

From our study, we observed two different ways in which participants used live programming for
debugging interactive GUI applications through the InteractLive implementation of LiveUP.
In general, 9 out of 12 participants used InteractLive in the way that we expected. They started
the tasks by first reading the instructions, then the source code, and finally interacting with the
application rendered in InteractLive. They further used the visual information produced by
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InteractLive to facilitate their understanding of the behavior of the event handlers invoked
by their interactions. Once they figured out how and where the code went wrong, they started
going back-and-forth between editing the source code and examining the live visual feedback in
InteractLive until the end of the tasks.
However, three participants started the tasks differently. They first read the instructions, then
the source code, but chose not to interact with the application immediately. They spent a noticeable
period of time doing mental tracing (understanding) of the code rather than actively interacting
with the application and using InteractLive (inspecting) to guide their tracing. They appear to
only start providing user-interactions to the application after fully understanding the code (or at
least getting a very good understanding of the code). At that point, they used InteractLive to
quickly confirm/correct their understanding, and then quickly moved onto source code editing
to fix the application’s behavior while using InteractLive for its live feedback. We observed the
same “reading lots, interacting little” behavior from these participants in the Baseline condition
as well, where InteractLive was not used. Regardless of the condition, our task instructions
recommended that after briefly reading the code, one can interact with the application to reinforce
their understanding through the information provided by the given programming interface. Still,
these participants decided to spend more time understanding the code through mental reasoning
than inspecting.
Our observation that some participants relied on mental reasoning rather than active inspection
to understand code is consistent with the work of Minelli et al. [Minelli et al. 2015], who revealed
that during comprehension, programmers spent most of the time reading code (i.e., “staring at the
screen”) but less than 1% of that time using inspection activities to facilitate their understanding. As
such, Minelli et al. recommended that programming environments should be improved to encourage
more active program understanding, potentially through runtime inspection. This recommendation
echoes with Kirsch and Maglio [Kirsh and Maglio 1994], who found that Tetris players performed
actions all the time to both complete a goal (pragmatic actions) and understand the world they
were in (epistemic actions). In addition, existing literature shows that program visualizations guide
towards specific program comprehension strategies that make task completion faster and more
accurate [Duru et al. 2013]. Therefore, one possible implication is that program visualizations
encourage epistemic actions which help with code comprehension and should be more adopted in
programming environments.
Our work is a step towards this direction by creating live visualizations in developing interactive
GUI applications. However, our work still has limited liveness: liveness is not presented unless
the user interacts with the application in the first place. One interesting direction would be to
enable more liveness without requiring user-interactions, through mechanisms like automated
event generation. With more liveness in the programming interface, users could be encouraged to
spend more time actively inspecting the runtime behavior to understand the code more effectively.
6.2

When Live Programming Shows How to Fix the Code

In our study, two participants located the bugs of the given interactive application through InteractLive but did not know how to fix them, eventually failing the debugging tasks. We summarize
two possible causes behind these debugging failures. First, not enough familiarity with API calls
and/or CSS properties. Even if participants could search the web for documentation and resources
for help, the web search requires an additional context switch between the programming environment and the browser and can take time. Second, programmers might have an expected UI state to
reach in mind but do not know how to achieve it via code.
It is true that liveness can provide insights on why the application does not behave as expected,
but it cannot repair the issue or suggest possible fixes. To facilitate code fixing, more help is needed
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beyond live programming. We believe program synthesis and live programming can improve the
two scenarios above from two separate angles.
First, to use API calls/third-party libraries correctly, program synthesis within the editor is a
promising solution that requires less context switch than a web search. The Copilot synthesizer
[Git 2022] already performs such code suggestions inside your editor. However, an open problem
remains how to confirm that the synthesized code is truly what you want. We hypothesize that
when fixing event handlers for interactive GUI applications through code suggestions, LiveUP’s
immediate feedback on UI state changes when new code is synthesized can bring tremendous help:
programmers can thus rely on liveness to pick and modify code suggestions. Second, to synthesize
code given expected UI states, direct manipulation can be of great help and has been extensively
explored [Hempel and Chugh 2022; Hempel et al. 2019; Schuster and Flanagan 2016]. Among
existing work, using direct manipulation with live programming in the context of interactive GUI
applications is still under-explored. The work by Schuster and Flanagan [Schuster and Flanagan
2016] does however show some early promising results towards this direction. We believe that
when using direct manipulation to synthesize event handling code, the code-UI visual connections
produced by LiveUP can show how the synthesized code is executed to create the intended UI state
changes, so that the programmer can further fine-tune the code.
With either code suggestions or direct manipulation, live programming (specifically LiveUP)
and program synthesis can improve the live programming experience in developing interactive
GUI applications, in which liveness really shows not only where but how the code can be fixed.
7

CONCLUSION

In this report, through a review of existing tools for understanding interactive GUI applications
and tools for debugging such applications, I identified the possible design space of tools for both
understanding and debugging interactive GUI applications implied by existing tools. I then reviewed
the history and development of live programming environments. I argued that live programming
for interactive GUI applications would be a promising research direction because live programming
(1) can reduce the gulf of evaluation in programming through its help in program comprehension
and debugging, and (2) fits well into the potential design space of tools for understanding and
debugging interactive GUI applications.
By reviewing existing efforts towards live programming for interactive GUI applications, I
recognized open problems in this domain yet to be addressed. As such, I introduced our recent
work in this domain that attempts to address these open problems, LiveUP, and preliminary results
of how users perceived our work.
I call for two future research directions towards live programming for interactive GUI applications based on the LiveUP work and its user evaluation: enabling more liveness to encourage
runtime inspection and introducing more program synthesis to live programming, which can
further facilitate the comprehension and debugging of the dynamic behaviors of interactive GUI
applications.
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